Marti and Michael Parry Reading
On Dec. 10, 2018 I enjoyed a brilliant and revealing reading from psychic artist Marti and her
hubby, gifted psychic Michael. I had been often amazed at their accurate gifts demonstrated
on several of the paranormal shows I watch.
My purpose in calling them was to gain insight on my unidentified birth father, whom my
birth mother refuses to reveal. He is on the other side and I was curious what these folks
would come up with. We agreed that whomever decided to show up would be just fine, and
I was pretty sure my wonderful adopted father would have a lot to say. Marvin went through
transition 6 years ago, and I have continued a loving relationship with Dad whenever he pops
by to say hello.
Michael related more than a dozen names of deceased
relatives who were there with Marvin. We had fun listening
to Dad tell stories to Michael that only Dad and I could have
known. At the end of the delightful session, Marti emailed me
several drawings she had intuited during the reading. The
portrait was not recognized but felt rather familiar. Who is
this dear soul, I mused, who reached out to Marti to gift me
with her image?
I went to sleep that night wondering just that. I awakened
the next morning recalling a dream: I was standing in the
farm kitchen in Washington. A lady stood in front of me and
two younger gals faced me on either side of her. She began
speaking, and though I do not recall her wise words, I
remember saying to the two younger gals, “This woman is a
Shaman! Listen to what she is telling you!”
I still recall the intensity of that moment, of realizing we were in the presence of a wise
woman, the Crone archetype for sure. Who was this woman? Marti drew her. This is my
ancestor.

